Curriculum Committee Agenda
December 6, 2021 | 2:30 PM | Via Zoom

- Call to Order
- Review and Approval of Agenda
- Review and Approval of Minutes (November 29th, 2021)
- Public Comments
- Voting on Curriculum Proposals
  - Notes on Past Voting Items
  - New Prefixes
  - New Courses

LPC Mission Statement
Las Positas College is an inclusive learning-centered institution providing educational opportunities and support for completion of students’ transfer, degree, basic skills, career-technical, and retraining goals.

LPC Planning Priorities
- Implement the integration of all ACCJC standards throughout campus structure and processes.
- Establish a knowledge base and an appreciation for equity; create a sense of urgency about moving toward equity; institutionalize equity in decision-making, assessment, and accountability; and build capacity to resolve inequities.
- Increase student success and completion through change in college practices and processes: coordinating needed academic support, removing barriers, and supporting focused professional development across the campus.
- Coordinate resources and provide professional development for effective online instruction and remote delivery of student support services and college processes to advance equitable student outcomes.

Curriculum Committee
Faculty/Voting:
Angela Amaya (BSSL)
Akihiko Hirose (BSSL)
Chris Dudzik (STEM)
Craig Kutil (Articulation Officer)
Elizabeth Owens, Chair (STEM)
Elizabeth Wing Brooks (A&H)
Jose Calderon (SS)
Mike Sato (A&H)
Sue deFuniak Cumbo (PATH)

Non-voting/Ex. Off. Members:
Amy Mattern
Andrea Migliaccio
Erick Bell
John Armstrong
Kristina Whalen
Liz McWhorter
Nan Ho
Stuart McElderry

- AJ 45 (Policing America): 2 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Enrollment Limitation: Students must possess a Basic Certificate issued by the California Peace Officer Standards and Training Commission and be employed as a full-time peace officer. CSU T (New Request). TOP Code: 2105.00 - Administration of Justice*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Administration of Justice. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
- AJ 48 (Police Supervisory Practice): 2 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Enrollment Limitation: Students must possess a Basic Certificate issued by the California Peace Officer Standards and Training Commission and be employed as a full-time peace officer. CSU T (New Request). TOP Code: 2105.00 - Administration of Justice*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Administration of Justice. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
- APAT 51 (Financial Accounting): 4 Units Lecture, No Unit Value Lab (18 hours). Letter Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request), UC T (New Request), C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0502.00 - Accounting*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Accounting. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
- APAT 52 (Managerial Accounting): 4 Units Lecture, No Unit Value Lab (18 hours). Letter Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: BUSN
1A with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request), UC T (New Request), C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0502.00 - Accounting*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Accounting. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ APAT 53 (Excel: Introduction to Spreadsheets): 3 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request). DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0702.10 - Software Applications*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Computer Information Systems. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ APAT 54 (Business Mathematics): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request). DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0505.00 - Business Administration*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Business. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ APAT 55 (Quickbooks Accounting): 1 Unit Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: BUSN 51 with a minimum grade of C; BUSN 1A with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request). DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0502.00 - Accounting*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Business or Accounting. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ APAT 56 (Federal Income Tax Accounting): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request). DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0502.00 - Accounting*. SAM
APAT 94 (Occupational Work Experience - Accounting Technician Apprenticeship): 1-8 Units Work Experience. P/NP. Repeatability: May be taken any number of times for a maximum of 16 units of Cooperative Work Experience. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship. DE: FO, OFI. TOP Code: 4932.00 - General Work Experience*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Business or Accounting. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

APIS 51 (CompTIA's A+ Certification Computer Technician): 3 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request), C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, OFI, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0708.20 - Computer Support*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

APIS 52 (Networking Fundamentals): 3 Units Lecture, No Unit Value Lab (18 hours). Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request), C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, OFI, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0708.00 - Computer Infrastructure and Support*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

APIS 53 (Network Security; CompTIA Security + Certification): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CNT 51 with a minimum grade of C; CNT 52 with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.

➢ APIS 54 (Red Hat Linux Administration I): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request), C-ID (New Request). DE: FO-E, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0702.00 - Computer Information Systems*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Computer Service Technology or Computer Science. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ APIS 55 (Digital Forensics Fundamentals): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 66 or CNT 52 with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request), C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, OFI, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0708.00 - Computer Infrastructure and Support*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ APIS 56 (Cisco CCNA2/3 Switching, Routing, and Wireless Essentials (SRWE)): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CNT 8001 with a minimum grade of C. Enrollment Limitation: Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship. CSU T (New Request), C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, OFI, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0708.00 - Computer Infrastructure and Support*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ APIS 94 (Occupational Work Experience - Information Security Analyst Apprenticeship): 1-8 Units Work Experience. P/NP. Repeatability: May be taken any number of times for a maximum of 16 units of Cooperative Work Experience. Enrollment Limitation:
Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship. DE: FO, OFI. TOP Code: 4932.00 - General Work Experience*. SAM Code: Apprenticeship. Discipline: Work Experience Instructors or Coordinators. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

- Modified Courses
  - **BUSN 1B** (Managerial Accounting): 4 Units Lecture, No Unit Value Lab (18 hours). Letter Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: BUSN 1A with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, UC T, C-ID ACCT 120. DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0502.00 - Accounting*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Accounting. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
  - **BUSN 61** (Quickbooks Accounting): 1 Unit Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: BUSN 51 with a minimum grade of C; BUSN 1A with a minimum grade of C. CSU T. DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0502.00 - Accounting*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Business or Accounting. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
  - **CIS 54** (Excel: Introduction to Spreadsheets): 3 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T. DE: FO, PO. TOP Code: 0702.10 - Software Applications*. SAM Code:
Apprenticeship. Discipline: Computer Information Systems. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ CIS 65 (Introduction to Desktop Operating Systems): 1.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T. DE: FO, OFI, PO. TOP Code: 0702.00 - Computer Information Systems* . SAM Code: Possibly Occupational. Discipline: Computer Information Systems or Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)


➢ CNT 68 (Digital Forensics Fundamentals): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 66 or CNT 52 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, OFI, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0708.00 - Computer Infrastructure and Support*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ CNT 69 (Network Security; CompTIA Security + Certification): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CNT 51 with a minimum grade of C; CNT 52 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, OFI, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0708.10 - Computer Networking*. SAM Code:
Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ CNT 7401 (Red Hat Linux Administration I): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T. DE: FO-E, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0702.00 - Computer Information Systems*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Computer Service Technology or Computer Science. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ CNT 8002 (Cisco CCNA2/3 Switching, Routing, and Wireless Essentials (SRWE)): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CNT 8001 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, C-ID (New Request). DE: FO, OFI, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0708.00 - Computer Infrastructure and Support*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Computer Service Technology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ CS 41 (Red Hat Linux Administration I): 2.5 Units Lecture, 0.5 Unit Lab. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T. DE: FO-E, PO. CPL: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training. TOP Code: 0702.00 - Computer Information Systems*. SAM Code: Clearly Occupational. Discipline: Computer Service Technology or Computer Science. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ ECON 1 (Principles of Microeconomics): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: MATH 110 or NMAT 210 with a minimum grade of C. Strongly Recommended: MATH 55 or NMAT 255 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO. TOP Code: 2204.00 - Economics. SAM Code: Non-Occupational. Discipline: Economics. (Start Date: Fall 2023)

➢ ECON 10 (General Economics): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. TOP Code: 2204.00 - Economics. SAM Code: Non-Occupational. Discipline: Economics. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ ECON 2 (Principles of Macroeconomics): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: MATH 110 or NMAT 210 with a minimum grade of C. Strongly Recommended: MATH 55 or NMAT 255 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO. TOP Code: 2204.00 - Economics. SAM Code: Non-Occupational. Discipline: Economics. (Start Date: Fall 2023)


➢ ETHS 5 (Psychology of Race and Identity): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: PSYC 1
with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO. TOP
Code: 2001.00 - Psychology, General. SAM Code: Non-
Occupational. Discipline: Ethnic Studies or Psychology. (Start
Date: Fall 2022)
➢ HUMN 4 (Global Cinemas): 4 Units Lecture. Letter Grade.
Repeatability: 1X. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. TOP Code: 1599.00 -
Other Humanities. SAM Code: Non-Occupational. Discipline:
Humanities. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PHIL 3 (Aesthetics): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP.
Repeatability: 1X. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO, OFI, PO. TOP
Code: 1509.00 - Philosophy. SAM Code: Non-
Occupational. Discipline: Philosophy. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PHIL 5 (Feminist Philosophy): 3 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP.
Repeatability: 1X. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO, OFI, PO. TOP
Code: 1509.00 - Philosophy. SAM Code: Non-
Occupational. Discipline: Philosophy. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PHYS 1A (General Physics I): 4 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter
Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: MATH 1 with a minimum
grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO-E, PO-E. TOP Code:
1902.00 - Physics, General. SAM Code: Non-Occupational.
Discipline: Physics/Astronomy. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PHYS 1B (General Physics II): 4 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter
Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: PHYS 1A with a minimum
grade of C and MATH 2 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, UC T,
AA/AS GE. DE: FO-E, PO-E. TOP Code: 1902.00 - Physics, General.
(Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PHYS 1C (General Physics III): 4 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab. Letter
Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: PHYS 1A with a minimum
grade of C; MATH 3 (may be taken concurrently). CSU T, UC T,
AA/AS GE. DE: FO-E, PO-E. TOP Code: 1902.00 - Physics, General.
(Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PHYS 2A (Introduction to Physics I): 3 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab.
Letter Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: MATH 39 with a minimum
grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO-E, PO-E. TOP Code:
1902.00 - Physics, General. SAM Code: Non-Occupational.
Discipline: Physics/Astronomy. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PHYS 2B (Introduction to Physics II): 3 Units Lecture, 1 Unit Lab.
Letter Grade. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: PHYS 2A with a minimum
grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO-E, PO-E. TOP Code:
1902.00 - Physics, General. SAM Code: Non-Occupational.
Discipline: Physics/Astronomy. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ PSYC 21 (Psychology of Race and Identity): 3 Units Lecture. Letter
Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Strongly Recommended: PSYC 1
with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO. TOP
Code: 2001.00 - Psychology, General. SAM Code: Non-Occupational. Discipline: Ethnic Studies or Psychology. (Start Date: Fall 2022)


➢ SPAN 22 (Spanish for Spanish Speakers II): 5 Units Lecture. Letter Grade or P/NP. Repeatability: 1X. Prerequisite: SPAN 21 with a minimum grade of C. CSU T, UC T, AA/AS GE. DE: FO-E. TOP Code: 1105.00 - Spanish. SAM Code: Non-Occupational. Discipline: Foreign Languages: Spanish. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

Prerequisites and Enrollment Limitations

➢ AJ 45: Enrollment Limitation—Students must possess a Basic Certificate issued by the California Peace Officer Standards and Training Commission and be employed as a full-time peace officer.

➢ AJ 48: Enrollment Limitation—Students must possess a Basic Certificate issued by the California Peace Officer Standards and Training Commission and be employed as a full-time peace officer.

➢ APAT 51: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship.

➢ APAT 52: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship.
➢ APAT 53: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship.

➢ APAT 54: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship.

➢ APAT 55: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship.

➢ APAT 56: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Accounting Technician apprenticeship.

➢ APIS 51: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.

➢ APIS 52: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.

➢ APIS 53: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.

➢ APIS 54: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.
➢ APIS 55: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.

➢ APIS 56: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.

➢ APIS 94: Enrollment Limitation—Admission to this course is limited to apprentices registered with the state of California Department of Apprenticeship Standards. Students must first be accepted into a registered Robert Half Workforce and Innovation Program: Information Security Analyst apprenticeship.

➢ BUSN 1B: Prerequisite—BUSN 1A with a minimum grade of C

➢ BUSN 61: Strongly Recommended—BUSN 51 with a minimum grade of C; BUSN 1A with a minimum grade of C

➢ CIS 54: Strongly Recommended—CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CIS 65: Strongly Recommended—CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CIS 66: Strongly Recommended—CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CNT 51: Strongly Recommended—CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CNT 52: Strongly Recommended—CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CNT 68: Strongly Recommended—CIS 66 or CNT 52 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CNT 69: Strongly Recommended—CNT 51 with a minimum grade of C; CNT 52 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CNT 7401: Strongly Recommended—CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CNT 8002: Strongly Recommended—CNT 8001 with a minimum grade of C

➢ CS 41: Strongly Recommended—CIS 50 with a minimum grade of C

➢ ECON 1: Prerequisite—MATH 110 or NMAT 210 with a minimum grade of C. Strongly Recommended—MATH 55 or NMAT 255 with a minimum grade of C

➢ ECON 2: Prerequisite—MATH 110 or NMAT 210 with a minimum grade of C. Strongly Recommended—MATH 55 or NMAT 255 with a minimum grade of C

➢ ETHS 5: Strongly Recommended—PSYC 1 with a minimum grade of C

➢ PHYS 1A: Prerequisite—MATH 1 with a minimum grade of C

➢ PHYS 1B: Prerequisite—PHYS 1A with a minimum grade of C and MATH 2 with a minimum grade of C
PHYS 1C: Prerequisite— PHYS 1A with a minimum grade of C; MATH 3 (may be taken concurrently)
PHYS 2A: Prerequisite—MATH 39 with a minimum grade of C
PHYS 2B: Prerequisite—PHYS 2A with a minimum grade of C
PSYC 21: Strongly Recommended—PSYC 1 with a minimum grade of C
SPAN 22: Prerequisite—SPAN 21 with a minimum grade of C

Disciplines
AJ 45: Administration of Justice
AJ 48: Administration of Justice
APAT 51: Accounting
APAT 52: Accounting
APAT 53: Computer Information Systems
APAT 54: Business
APAT 55: Business or Accounting
APAT 56: Business or Accounting
APAT 94: Work Experience Instructors or Coordinators
APIS 51: Computer Service Technology
APIS 52: Computer Information Systems or Computer Service Technology
APIS 53: Computer Service Technology
APIS 54: Computer Service Technology or Computer Science
APIS 55: Computer Service Technology
APIS 56: Computer Service Technology
APIS 94: Work Experience Instructors or Coordinators
CIS 65: Computer Information Systems or Computer Service Technology
ETHS 5: Ethnic Studies or Psychology
PSYC 21: Ethnic Studies or Psychology

CSU Transfer (New Requests)
AJ 45
AJ 48
APAT 51
APAT 52
APAT 53
APAT 54
APAT 55
APAT 56
APIS 51
APIS 52
APIS 53
APIS 54
APIS 55
APIS 56
Credit for Prior Learning: Effective Fall 2021

➢ AUTO A6: Credit-by-Exam, Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ AUTO A9: Credit-by-Exam, Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ AUTO INTR: Credit-by-Exam, Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ APIS 51: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ APIS 52: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ APIS 53: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ APIS 54: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ APIS 55: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ APIS 56: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CIS 66: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 51: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 52: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 53: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 54: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 55: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 56: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 68: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 69: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 7401: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CNT 8002: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training
➢ CS 41: Credit-by-Military-JST, Credit-by-Industry-Recognized-Training

Distance Education

➢ APAT 51: FO, PO
➢ APAT 52: FO, PO
➢ APAT 53: FO, PO
➢ APAT 54: FO, PO
➢ APAT 55: FO, PO
➢ APAT 56: FO, PO
➢ APAT 94: FO, OFI
➢ APIS 51: FO, OFI, PO
➢ APIS 52: FO, OFI, PO
➢ APIS 53: FO, OFI, PO
➢ APIS 54: FO-E, PO
➢ APIS 55: FO, OFI, PO
➢ APIS 56: FO, OFI, PO
➢ APIS 94: FO, OFI
➢ ASTR 10: FO, PO
➢ ASTR 20: FO, PO
➢ BUSN 1A: FO, PO
➢ BUSN 1B: FO, PO
➢ BUSN 61: FO, PO
➢ BUSN 65: FO, PO
➢ CIS 65: FO, OFI, PO
➢ CIS 66: FO, OFI, PO
➢ CNT 51: FO, OFI, PO
➢ CNT 52: FO, OFI, PO
➢ CNT 7401: FO-E, PO
➢ CS 41: FO-E, PO
➢ ECON 1: FO
➢ ECON 2: FO
➢ RELS 1: FO, PO
➢ SPAN 22: FO-E
➢ SPAN 23: FO-E

New Programs

➢ 21st Century Policing A CA: 16 Units. TOP Code: 2105.00 - Administration of Justice*, CIP Code: 43.0103 - Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement Administration. Program Goal: CTE. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ Accounting Technician A CA: 20 Units. TOP Code: 0502.00 - Accounting*, CIP Code: 52.0302 - Accounting Technology/Technician and Bookkeeping. Program Goal: CTE. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ Information Security Analyst A.S.: 35 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 0708.10 - Computer Networking*, CIP Code: 11.1001 - Network and System Administration/Administrator. Program Goal: CTE. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

Modified Programs

➢ Anthropology AA.T: 18-24 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 2202.00 - Anthropology, CIP Code: 45.0201 - Anthropology, General. Program Goal: Transfer. (Start Date: Fall 2022)
➢ Liberal Arts & Sciences: Arts and Humanities A.A.: 18-21 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 4901.00 - Liberal Arts and Sciences, General, CIP Code: 24.0101 - Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Sciences/Liberal Studies. Program Goal: Local- Designed to meet Community Needs or Local Consideration. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ Liberal Arts & Sciences: Business A.A.: 18-20 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 4901.00 - Liberal Arts and Sciences, General, CIP Code: 24.0101 - Liberal Arts and Sciences/Liberal Studies. Program Goal: Local- Designed to meet Community Needs or Local Consideration. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ Liberal Arts & Sciences: Computer Studies A.A.: 18-20 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 4901.00 - Liberal Arts and Sciences, General, CIP Code: 24.0101 - Liberal Arts and Sciences/Liberal Studies. Program Goal: Local- Designed to meet Community Needs or Local Consideration. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ Liberal Arts & Sciences: Language Arts and Communication A.A.: 18-22 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 4901.00 - Liberal Arts and Sciences, General, CIP Code: 24.0101 - Liberal Arts and Sciences/Liberal Studies. Program Goal: Local- Designed to meet Community Needs or Local Consideration. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ Liberal Arts & Sciences: Mathematics and Science A.A.: 18-21 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 4901.00 - Liberal Arts and Sciences, General, CIP Code: 24.0101 - Liberal Arts and Sciences/Liberal Studies. Program Goal: Local- Designed to meet Community Needs or Local Consideration. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ Liberal Arts & Sciences: Social and Behavioral Sciences A.A.: 18-20 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 4901.00 - Liberal Arts and Sciences, General, CIP Code: 24.0101 - Liberal Arts and Sciences/Liberal Studies. Program Goal: Local- Designed to meet Community Needs or Local Consideration. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ Music A.A.: 30 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 1004.00 - Music, CIP Code: 50.0901 - Music, General. Program Goal: Local-Transfer Preparation. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

➢ Political Science AA.T: 19-20 units in major; 60 units total. TOP Code: 2207.00 - Political Science, CIP Code: 45.1001 - Political Science and Government, General. Program Goal: Transfer. (Start Date: Fall 2022)

Deactivations: Effective Fall 2022

➢ AJ 69: Sex Crime Investigation
➢ CS 18: Mobile Application Development - Android
➢ DANC 5A: Dance Composition 5A
➢ DANC 5B: Dance Composition 5B
➢ FREN 2A: Intermediate French I
➢ FREN 2B: Intermediate French II
➢ MKTG 60: Retail Store Management
➢ MKTG 64: Introduction to Advertising
➢ MUS 12: Wind Ensemble
➢ THEA 12: Film as Art & Communication

Administrative Revisions
➢ Administrative Assistant A CA (CIS 54 Title Change)
➢ Administrative Assistant A.A. (CIS 54 Title Change)
➢ Administration of Justice A.A. (Deactivation of AJ 69)
➢ Biology UC Pathway A.S. (ANTR 5 Title Change)
➢ Commercial Music: Music Technology Fundamentals B CA (MUS 35 Title Change, Deactivation of MUS 12)
➢ Commercial Music: Scoring for Film and Multimedia A CA (MUS 35, MUS 37 Title Change)
➢ Computer Applications Software A CA (CIS 54 Title Change)
➢ Data Analytics A CA (CIS 54 Title Change)
➢ Environmental Studies A.A. (GEOL 2 Title Change)
➢ Global Studies AA.T (Deactivation of FREN 2A, 2B)
➢ Graphic Design A.A. (GDDM 3 Title Change)
➢ Graphic Design A CA (GDDM 3 Title Change)
➢ Music AA.T (Deactivation of MUS 12)
➢ Philosophy AA.T (RELS 3, RELS 11 Title Change)
➢ Print Design A CA (GDDM 3 Title Change)
➢ Project Management B CA (CIS 54 Title Change)
➢ Technical Theater A CA (MUS 35 Title Change)
➢ Theater Arts A.A. (THEA 12 Deactivation)
➢ Web & Interaction Design A CA (GDDM 3 Title Change)
➢ Welding Technology A.S. (GDDM 3 Title Change)

• Discussion Items
  o Learning Outcomes Ann Hight, SLO Chair
  o Area of Emphasis Degrees and Equity Kristina Whalen
  o Apprenticeships Kristina Whalen
  o Changing “Strongly Recommended” Elizabeth Owens
    ➢ New terminology: Advisory? Recommended Preparation?
    ➢ Draft language: “Before entering this course, it is advised that the student should be able to.”

• Reports
  o Vice President’s Report Kristina Whalen
  o Chair’s Report Elizabeth Owens
  o Articulation Officer’s Report Craig Kutil

• Good of the Order

• Adjournment

• Next Regular Meeting: January 31st, 2022